
Piracy: The practice of  attacking and robbing ships 
at sea.   

Key term

Lesson title:
Pirates of Somalia
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TASK: Using the 6-figure grid references (in the dark green box), plot on the locations of 
the piracy attacks that have taken place in the Indian Ocean. The first one has been done 
on the map below for you! You can either print the map off (a copy can be found on the 
next page) or you can copy it onto a Word document/PowerPoint to plot the locations.

Challenge: Suggest reasons why the India Ocean may be 
vulnerable to pirate attacks.

1) 628, 352
2) 628, 354
3) 627, 345
4) 624, 343
5) 632, 356
6) 624, 353
7) 630, 354
8) 627, 340
9) 629,343
10) 630, 350 
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Self-assessment: Check your answers and amend 
in purple pen!



Copy and paste the link (below) into your internet search engine 
to watch the video on how Somalian pirate make their money –

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZh0B8AYxac

How do Somalia’s pirates make their money?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dZh0B8AYxac


“They got greedy,” said Mohamed 
Osman, a Somali diplomat in 

Kenya. “They starting attacking 
everyone.” “It’s true that the 
pirates started to defend the 

fishing business,” Mr. Osman said. 
“And illegal fishing is a real 

problem for us. But this does not 
justify these boys to now act like 
guardians. They are criminals. The 
world must help us crack down on 

them.” – The government

“We don’t consider 
ourselves sea bandits,” he 

said. “We consider sea 
bandits those who illegally 
fish in our seas and dump 

waste in our seas and 
carry weapons in our seas. 
We are simply patrolling 

our seas. Think of us like a 
coast guard we are just 

misunderstood we need to 
earn a living.” – The 

pirates

TASK: Using the stakeholder statements (below), decide who you think is 
most to blame – the pirates or the government. Justify your decision.

I think that… is to blame because… This means that… As a 
result…

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/ff/Flag_of_Edward_England.svg

